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Integrating 
reporting

Reporting in an integrated manner



Comparability

Transparency

Trust

What does investor-grade reporting mean?



Independent third-party assurance
• Mandatory starting with the first reporting period
• With limited assurance

Transition to reasonable assurance
• Date of transition in discussion; feasibility of transition to reasonable 

assurance will be evaluated in 2028 at the latest

Statutory auditor is the “default”
• Principle: assurance opinion expressed by the statutory auditor/audit 

firm carrying out the statutory audit of the financial statements
• Member State option 1: other statutory auditor/audit firm than the one 

carrying out the statutory audit of the financial statements
• Member State option 2*: independent assurance services provider 

(IASP)

Qualification of the assurance provider
• Member States to ensure the necessary level of theoretical 

knowledge and the ability to apply such knowledge

Assurance 
obligation
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r 
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Assurance obligation
Assurance by the statutory auditor is the “default”

*If a Member State allows option 2, it must also allow option 1



Audit

Sign
off

Audit and 
responsibility

Multiple 
data sources

Multiple 
standards

Annual report

Talk track
– Same person that needs to sign of 

on both
– Finance and ESG teams need to 

collaborate on the same data 
– needs audit
– XBRL tag using that European 

single electronic format. Goes 
beyond the financial report. ESG 
soon to require digital format.

Finance, ESG & 
Risk

ERP

IFRS
ESRS

ESG

IR

.com



Organisations & Teams



Talk track
– Same person that needs to sign of 

on both
– Finance and ESG teams need to 

collaborate on the same data 
– needs audit
– XBRL tag using that European 

single electronic format. Goes 
beyond the financial report. ESG 
soon to require digital format.
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Talk track
– Same person that needs to sign of 

on both
– Finance and ESG teams need to 

collaborate on the same data 
– needs audit
– XBRL tag using that European 

single electronic format. Goes 
beyond the financial report. ESG 
soon to require digital format.
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Talk track
– Same person that needs to sign of 

on both
– Finance and ESG teams need to 

collaborate on the same data 
– needs audit
– XBRL tag using that European 

single electronic format. Goes 
beyond the financial report. ESG 
soon to require digital format.
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Understand - Identify stakeholders
Stakeholders are those who can affect or be affected by the undertaking (and its decisions and actions). 
The undertaking shall identify its two main groups of stakeholders:

ESRS 1 - AR 1-3

Legal considerations

Because of the European Works Council Directive in some jurisdictions, work councils have specific legal rights.  
For example, in Germany, the local directive grants employees a right of participation and co-determination in 
social, personnel and economic matters. 

Affected stakeholders: 
Individuals or groups whose 
interests are affected or could 
be affected – positively or 
negatively – by the 
undertaking’s activities and its 
direct and indirect business 
relationships across its value 
chain

Users of sustainability reporting: 
● Primary users of general-purpose financial 

reporting (existing and potential investors, 
lenders and other creditors, including asset 
managers, credit institutions, insurance 
undertakings)

● Other users, including the undertaking’s 
business partners, trade unions and social 
partners, civil society and 
non-governmental organisations, 
governments, analysts and academics

Value
To provide inputs or feedback on: 

● Extent of impact in the value chain
● List of short-list topics (if applicable)
● Applicability of impact pathways (if applicable)
● Scoring of each impact, risks and opportunities
● Conclusions on material impacts, risks and 

opportunities

Engagement with stakeholders can occur throughout the 
assessment process, but it is better to engage earlier. 
They may be able to provide valuable insight. 

Tips: Don’t forget to document stakeholder groups identified and involved.



Value Creation



Materiality flows from a company’s business 
activities through to its reporting

A holistic picture of what’s material 
to the company and its 

stakeholders
 Report what mattersWhat’s material to the business

+/– what’s material to 
investors (and/or other 

stakeholders)

● What drives board and 
management decisions when 
setting strategy and running the 
business? 

● What actions and activities drive 
value creation?

● What matters to the board 
and management has a 
significant overlap with 
what matters to investors / 
stakeholders – but they 
may not be the same. 

● What matters to 
investors / stakeholders 
for their own decision 
making?



The ways of identifying what matters to companies  

What matters to 
the planet & 

society?

What matters to 
investors & 
creditors?

How sustainability 
topics affect the future 
development, 
performance and 
position of the company 
(“outside in”).

The companies impact 
on sustainability topics 
(“inside out”) which may 
also impact the company 
over time.

“Double materiality” addresses the full spectrum of either and both perspectives, 
resulting in a holistic lens of what matters to the broader stakeholder of a 

company
Current reporting standard: ESRS

Relevant standard: GRI Relevant rule / standard: 
SEC and ISSB (draft) 



Results in: 
not maximizing 

return on 
investment, not 

maximizing 
shareholder value, 

not comparable, not 
assurable, missed 
opportunity, lost 

trust

Topics could be very vague and not 
comprehensive enough to drive action or 
reporting strategy (e.g. compliance) and lack 
of clear interconnection between topics

The process is a snapshot of a point in time 
and not a systematic approach to 
continuous, comparable analysis over time

Qualitative approaches (e.g. workshops or 
focus groups) could lead to biases if no 
quantitative methodologies are involved

Lack of systematic approach to identifying 
and prioritizing stakeholders

Process could be heavily driven by how 
stakeholders feel about certain topics 
without validating the impact on the 
company or impact on the planet / society

Impact to the company is based on 
management / board’s impression instead of 
backed by data

What’s the problem with ‘traditional’ approaches to 
materiality?



Scale of engagement is determined by ambition level, scale 
and span of operations and value chain, resources, etc.

Thorough understanding of the 
business, value chain and related 

activities

Identification and validation of key 
impacts, risks and opportunities 

(IROs)
Assessment of materiality

Adoption of threshold and 
determination of the material 

matters

2. Identification1. Understanding 3. Assessment 4. Determination

Possible stakeholder engagements
To contribute in identifying or 

validating key IROs

Impact assessment scoring Identify topics/ sup-topics/ 
sub-sub-topics

Stakeholder identification

Research and analysisValue chain mapping 

Impact pathways

Completeness check

Determine reporting requirementsFinancial assessment scoring

Understanding own operations

Define scoring and threshold

Possible stakeholder engagements
To assess scoring for impact and 

financial assessments

Possible stakeholder engagements
To validate list of material topics



CSO

 CommsCRO

CFO

Risk & Assurance Strategy

ESG Governance

Company Strategy Integrated Reporting Strategy

Communication Strategy

Sustainability Strategy

CEO

The future: ESG as a core lever for transformation



Demo



ESG Reporting Accelerator

PwC and Workiva are partnering to offer a unique 
immersive and interactive “ESG Reporting 
Accelerator” workshop and support their clients in 
their ESG Reporting journey.  

If you are interested and would like to take part or 
obtain more details, please contact myself or Sam 
Preece.

lynne.r.baber@pwc.com 

sam.preece@pwc.com 

20

The New Equation: We work to build trust, deliver sustained 
outcomes and help clients solve their most important problems 
by combining human ingenuity and understanding with the 
right technology. 



THE 2023

Accelerate Roadshow
FRANKFURT - MADRID - LONDON - HELSINKI - AMSTERDAM - STOCKHOLM - PARIS 



Next steps

Amsterdam

Date: May 10th 
Time: 9:30 - 13:00

Frankfurt

Date: April 25th
Time: 9:30 - 13:00

Helsinki

Date: May 4th
Time: 9:30 - 13:00

Madrid

Date: April 27th
Time: 9:30 - 13:00

London

Date: May 17th 
Time: 9:30 - 13:00

Paris

Date: May 16th
Time: 9:30 - 13:00

Stockholm

Date: May 9th
Time: 9:30 - 13:00

Virtual

Date: June 20th
Time: 9:30 - 13:00

April

May

Accelerate 2023: Unity in Reporting

June



Q&A


